Messrs.

JASO Engine Oil Standards Implementation Panel
Diesel Engine Oils Steering Committee
Diesel Engine Oils Technical Committee
Detergency Test Surveillance Panel

"Announcement of Stop to supply TD25-engine of JASO M336 test engine"

Thank you indeed for using the JASO M336 detergency evaluation test method.
Nissan Diesel Motor in the engine supply company of the test method announced that the engine supply
will be stopped by the following schedules.
Please confirm a necessary number of parts and engine to each company to which the test is scheduled
based on the plan for the future, and examine the plan of purchase.

Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association Inc.(JAMA), Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan(JSAE)
Corp., and Petroleum Association of Japan (PAJ) are executing the development of the alternative test
method.

Your kind understanding to the above decision and cooperation will be greatly appreciated.

<Schedule>

1 Schedule of the final order and sales (delivery) of engine Assembly
   Please order engines until the end of December, 2007 and it will be (sold and) delivered until
   April, 2008.

2 Schedule of the final order and sales (delivery) of engine parts
   Please order engine parts until the end of December, 2008 and it will be (sold and) delivered
   until April, 2009.